Slotted Channel Drain applies to driveways up to and exceeding 5% slope. If slope is < 5%, a Driveway Conveyance Swale may be used. See BMP−022 for swale construction details. Alternatively, use BMP−023 or BMP 024 for infiltration systems not requiring a driveway conveyance swale or slotted channel drain.

1. Infiltration system components are not shown. Refer to BMP "site evaluation recommended treatments" form for the applicable components designed for the property. See BMP−003 for related conveyance and infiltration components.

3. This drawing is intended for reference only. Follow manufacturer’s specifications for installation of slotted channel drain and sediment trap.

4. All installations must be appropriately load rated as necessitated by potential vehicle traffic. Follow manufacturer’s specifications to withstand vehicle loads. Alternatively, install vehicle barriers per BMP−026 and/or extend conveyance pipe to a protected area.

5. Place 3” or 4” pipe between sediment trap and infiltration system with 2% minimum slope or 1/4 in. drop per foot. PVC, ABS or Polyethylene smooth wall sewer and drain pipe is recommended for ease cleaning. Follow instructions for infiltration system construction and ensure that no filter fabric blocks the flow at all pipe connections.

6. Regularly scheduled maintenance is necessary to maintain full function. Maintenance includes inspection, removal, and proper disposal of pine needles and accumulated sediment.